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Hello everyone
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Welcome to our December 2020, Working With

Working with cancer : helping to rebuild
and reshape working lives

Cancer® newsletter.

Barbara Wilson

I think we will all be pleased to see this year
come to an end but before it does we have lots

‘………. the critical assumption employers tend to make, a

of interesting articles for you.

common error, is that they will be dealing with exactly the same
person who went off sick some months ago, that they will soon be

In this edition, we have:
•

A blog by a nurse we have been coaching who has been
working for a major teaching hospital during Covid 19

•

A link to a blog I wrote for HR Grapevine last month about
how our coaching enables people to rebuild their lives after a
cancer diagnosis

•

‘back to normal’. So, what else can an employer do to support an
employee who is still coming to terms with their cancer?
To read the full article, published by HR Grapevine in November,
click here.

A link to a blog written by Liz Brown for Chris’s Cancer
Community about the huge psychological impact of cancer –
a must read for anyone affected by cancer

•

A note about our exciting new partnership with RedArc

•

An update about our increasingly popular virtual workshops
and Best Practice Guides

•

And finally……..an update on our work in Europe

A nurse’s experience of COVID-19, cancer
and working from home
Anne Wareing

NEXT Virtual Open Workshop;

‘How to facilitate a successful return to work
after cancer during COVID-19’
We’ve designed this interactive,

‘I began this year with a new job, new

virtual workshop to equip line man-

uniform and a plan for returning to

agers, HR and health professionals

work as a nurse after my diagnosis and

to successfully support employees to

treatment for Non–Hodgkin’s lymphoma
in 2019. I was looking forward to taking another step forward and
putting into action the advice that my coaching sessions with WWC

manage their work following a cancer
diagnosis and treatment.

had given me so that I could work effectively whilst also managing

The workshop covers:

my ongoing immunotherapy treatment.’

•

the physical and emotional impact of cancer treatment and
COVID 19 on the return to work,

And of course, we all know what happened next …

•

the main challenges of managing an employee with cancer
during Covid 19,

•

how best to communicate with an employee at the different

WWC in the news: our
partnership with RedArc

•

We are delighted that WWC’s coaching

•

how to create a practical, flexible return to work plan, and

and training support has been added to the panel of additional

•

how to adapt and tailor sickness and absence policies for cancer.

services offered by RedArc nurses, thus expanding the range of

Date: 28th January 2021, 10:00 - 12-30

their services and the range of clients WWC will be able to support.

For more information click here or contact admin@workingwith-

To read the press release click here.

cancer.co.uk.

stages of the cancer journey,
The Equality Act, reasonable adjustments and current COVID 19
guidelines,

www.workingwithcancer.co.uk
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WWC virtual workshops and information
resources

Our work in Europe

In addition to the in-house workshops we run for employers, last

Forum Gastein, (I should mention that

month we successfully ran another of our Open workshops on

there were technical difficulties while I

Working With Cancer and Covid 19. We also ran virtual training

was speaking, hence I am speaking v-e-r-y

December 2020

In October I spoke at the European Health

sessions for the members of the Helpline team at

s-l-o-w-l-y !) and I also spoke at an event

Breast Cancer Now and HR team members

arranged by the Transforming Breast

at Action for Children.

Cancer Coalition of which we are founder members. You can find

Barbara and Maggie Newton have also recorded films
about managing work and cancer for patients being treated at
Kings College Hospital, and for the Hummingbird cancer charity
and there are other films in the pipeline. We will share the links
once they have been published.

‘Taster Sessions’ for HR professionals. The next one will take
place on 26th January at 12 noon via Zoom.
The workshop is an introduction to the most common challenges
that employees with cancer experience face when returning to
work, including:
why work matters;

•

how to do things right;

•

the typical journey ‘back to normal’.

factsheet here about breast cancer shared by Ciaran Nicholls from
the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre.
One of the issues I was keen to highlight was the challenges those
with Advanced Breast Cancer face when trying to continue working.

This year we have also started running a series of free 50 minute

•

the recording here, the speaker presentations here and, finally, a

Certainly, our experience is that those with advanced or metastatic
cancer can work successfully for several years if they get the right
support from their employer and colleagues. We will be focusing on
this issue during another presentation for Breast Cancer Now this
December.
In November I spoke at The Economist (Virtual) World Cancer
Series about the many challenges cancer survivors still face
returning to work or finding a new job during and after treatment.

Numbers are limited so please contact us at admin@
workingwithcancer.co.uk to book your place.

You can see the video here.
Last but not least, earlier this year WWC became a supporter of ECO
(European Cancer Organisation) and was able to contribute to a

As many of you will know,

paper prepared by its Survivorship and Quality of Life Network:

this year we have significantly

Free from Cancer: Achieving Quality of Life for All Cancer Patients

increased our downloadable

and Survivors. Launched at the European Cancer Summit 2020,

information resources with the
publication of our 4 Best Practice Guides and our Career Coaching
Workbook for those looking to change job.
This map shows all the locations where our Guides have been
downloaded here and abroad. You can order your copy here.

the seven priority areas suggested are:
1.

Take action on cancer distress

2.

Elevate management of pain and other symptoms: core parts
of the cancer patient pathway

3.

Cancer patients and survivors have sex lives too. Recognise
sexuality in health system approaches

4.

Cancer comorbidities and complications: An ever-growing
challenge in need of additional focus

5.

Empower cancer patients and survivors. The importance of
education and information

6.

Provide cancer patients and survivors with the right to
reintegration into the workplace

7.

Ensure cancer survivors have a right for their cancer to be
forgotten by financial service providers

Read the full report here.

If you would like further information about our services please contact us at admin@workingwithcancer.co.uk or call 07910 835585 .

www.workingwithcancer.co.uk
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